Yamato’s

International Moving Guide

Packing Guidelines
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Let’s pack!
1.Choosing goods
Placing similar items in the same boxes will make it easier when unpacking.
e.g. Summer/winter clothes, goods in urgent need

Please double check if there are any prohibited items on the checklist!

2. Packing boxes and materials
Frequently used boxes
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（C） Carton

（A）Carton

（Ｄ）Carton

Boxes and materials

Suitable for

Volume weight

A size （92cm x 46cm x 22cm)

Long jackets, umbrellas, suits

16.0 Kg

C size (66cm x 46cm x 33cm)

Light goods (Clothes, toys）

17.0 Kg

D size (46cm x 33 x 33)

Fragile or heavy items (Books, chinaware)

8.5 Kg

Gum Tape

Tape boxes

-

Paper, Bubble wrap

Use for wrapping and cushioning

-

3. Packing fragile/small items
Plates, bowls and glassware should be vertically placed, with the gaps filled by towels, papers or
bubble wrap.
You may use the products’ original boxes. However if there are spaces in those boxes, you may fill the
gaps with either paper or bubble wrap.
The original boxes for electronics normally come with cushioning/foam so it would be safer to use
them.
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How To Pack

Kitchenware & Chinaware (Glass/Crockery)

How To make a box
※ Please tape bottom of the
box first. After put all items
inside box, please tape top of
the box.

Please put on the
bubble wrap.

Wrap it with bubble
wrap accordingly.

Leave one corner of
the bubble wrap
unfolded.

Insert the remaining
corner into the item
to cover it.

After wrapping plates
of similar sizes
individually, place
some together and
wrap with more
bubble wrap

For food items that
are in bottles, after
wrapping them with
bubble wrap, please
put them into plastic
bags and place them
in the boxes
vertically.

To protect handles or
other parts that stick
out, please cover
them before
wrapping the item
completely.

Please wrap the
stouts and handles
of the teapots, as
well as turn the lids
inward.

Packing Tips
Packing clothes…
Advised to dry under the sun for half a day before placing in box.
Please fill the gaps with paper, bubble wrap or soft items/materials.

Packing liquids…
If you are packing liquids, please put them in Ziploc bags to prevent the
other contents from getting wet in case there is leaking.

Packing ornaments/fragile items…
Using tupperware/small plastic containers will protect those items. Please
fill the gaps in the containers with papers/tissues.

Other item…
Use towels/soft items to fill the gaps.
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4. Packing the boxes

Place bubble wrap top and bottom of
chinaware/fragile items.

Fill the side spaces with towels to prevent each
item from touching and cracking.

Packed boxes

If you shake the box and it makes noise, it means
that packing is incomplete. Please re-pack by adding
soft items/paper or repack so that there are no more
loose items.

There is a risk of damage if you pack as is
shown in the picture above (putting too much
into a box). Please take out some items.

5. Writing the contents on the box
Please list the items and their quantities on the box when you pack by yourself.
Our Japanese staff will write them down on our packing list.
1. Words such as “daily goods”, “souvenirs” or ”miscellaneous items” cannot be used as Customs is not able
to determine what the content is. Instead, please write things such as “shoes”, “kitchenware” and “rack”.
2. Please let our staff number the boxes. Writing them yourself may result cause some confusion.
3. Some items, such as CDs, DVDs, medicine and cosmetics, need to have specific amounts stated.
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You can list your items here!

7
CD

Socks 10

Clothes 30
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